Cornell Evaluation Network (CEN)
Spring 2015 Skill Development Series

Build your skills! Network with others doing evaluation work at Cornell!

Building & Using Logic and Pathway Models

Dr. Hargraves will offer an overview of building and using a particular type of logic model known as a “pathway” model. She will guide participants through some interactive hands-on work and offer insights on the many uses of pathway models for communicating with stakeholders, for program development, and, last but not least, for evaluation.

Wednesday, March 4, 2015, 12:00 – 1:00pm
Mann Library Room 102
Light refreshment will be served.

Dr. Hargraves received a B.A. in economics from Princeton University and a Ph.D. in Economics from the University of Rochester. She has worked in the Research Department of the Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond and taught at Brown University. In Dr. Hargraves’ current role at the Cornell Office for Research on Evaluation (CORE), she conducts research and provides support for program development and evaluation in many contexts, primarily in Cooperative Extension but also through community-based participatory action research on sustainable local food systems.

The Cornell Evaluation Network is membership driven and organized. For more information contact Margaret Johnson: maj35@cornell.edu
https://core.human.cornell.edu/outreach/cen2.cfm